
Wholesale/vendor logistics 
management system

Service/solution 
Vendor logistics management system introduces a whole new level of effi ciency to wholesale compa-

nies by providing automated logistics management processes.

The fi nely tuned innovative processes enable signifi cant gains in time, cost reduction and increase the 

transparency for both vendor and the retailer. Better managed and monitored processes ensure higher 

customer satisfaction.

The solution includes orders, logistics, sales forecast and VMI modules (with campaign functionalities 

integrated) and is integrated with existing systems to provide maximum automation and accuracy.

The implementation of the system requires business analysis to recognize the integration needs. 

Helmes provides full support based on SLA.

Benefi ts
Both the vendors and retailers achieve signifi cant cost reduction by reduced manual work, better 

error avoidance, reduced storage space and minimized stock fi nancing.

Sales forecasts help optimize the stock levels for retailers and the vendor, and plan the most 

rational logistics to keep the stocks in accordance with the needs of a retailer.

The goods move just-in-time and every step of the distribution process can be closely monitored. 

Thus the delays can be handled to minimize the lost sales. The lost sales can be reported and 

the order policy can be fi xed based upon this information.
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Republic of Estonia
Population – 1,34 million
Area – 45,228 km2

References
TeliaSonera

History, Facts and Future Development 
The system is developed in close cooperation with wholesale, logistics and vendor management spe-

cialists and has been in use and subject to continuous improvements for over 8 years now. The system 

remains to be further improved and updated as it aims to refl ect the most innovative business proc-

esses in the industry. 

Technologies
Microsoft .Net C# 3.5, SQL Server 2008, integration readiness with different ERP solutions (eg. Agres-

so, Oracle EBS, Scala, MS Dynamics, SAP etc.)

Partners and software development experience
Helmes is of the leading software developers in Estonia with extensive experience in telecom, fi nance, 

logistics and e-health sectors. Helmes has developed e-purchasing and delivery management IS, auto-

mated customer survey handling solution, online travel system for bookinghouse.net and many other 

sales and logistics enhancing systems.

Contacts: 
Info@helmes.ee 

www.helmes.ee


